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A TROTTER TYPE FORMULA FOR SEMIMARTINGALES* 

By RAJEEVA L. KARANDIKAR 

Indian Statistical Institute 

SUMMARY. Let Si9 S2 be dxd matrix valued semimartingales and let Qi{s, t), s < t 

t 
be given by Qi{s, t) 

= /+ / ?<(*> u ? 
)dSi(u). This paper investigates the limits of 

s 

n (Qt(U, k+i A t)Q2{ti9 tit! A t)) 
i : h < 1 

and 
n exp (S1(^+1 A Q-Sxitt)) exp^ttrt A *)-%(*)) 

i : tf < t 

as the norm sup (??+i??f) of the partition t0 = 0 < l? < .. < U < .. h \ oo, goes to zero. Here 
i 

[t] are allowed to be stop times. The expressions are shown to converge in the Emery topology 

on the space of semimartingales. Conditions on p] are also given which ensure a.s. convergence. 

1. Introduction 

In Berger [1], the following analogue of Trotter's formula was considered. 

Let Sx, S2 be semimartingales. Let Qi(s, t) for s < t be given by 

Qi(s,t) 
= 1+ $ Qi(s,u-)dSi(u). 8 

For a partition A = 
{t0 

= 0 < tx < ...} of [0, oo), consider 

?a(0 = Qi(t*> h) Qz(t0, tx) Qx(tx, t2) Q2(tx, y ... Qx(tk, t)Q2(tk, t) 

for t]c < t < tjc+v What is the limit of ZA as norm A goes to zero ? Berger 

[1] showed that when Sx, S2 are given by 

dSi = AidW+Bidt 

for (constant) matrices Aiy Bf, and a Brownian motion W, then ZA converges 

in law to Z, where law of Z is indentified via Sx, S2, 

In Karandikar [5] the author had considered another analogue on the 

lines of Masani [9]. Let 

FA(i) == n exV(Sx(ti+x A t)-Sx(ti))exp(S2(ti+xAt)^S2(ti)) 
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for tu <t< tjk+1. When Slf S2 are continuous semimartingales and {U} are stop 
times (chosen in a particular way), then it was shown that FA converges a.s. 

In this paper, we consider both these questions for (r.c.1.1.) semimartin 

gales. We prove that ZA, FA converge in the Emery topology on the space 
of semimartingales, as ||A|| 

== 
sup {t(+2?1% : i > 1} -> 0. The partition {t{} 

is allowed to be deterministic, or consisting of stop times. Conditions on a 

sequence Aw of partitions are given when one has a.s. convergence of ZAw FA?. 

The paper is organized as follows. The necessary background on Emery 

topology is given in Section 2. In Section 3, we prove our basic result 

Theorem 3.2 which is an extension of some results in Emery [2], Karandikar 

[7]. In Section 4, the two versions of Trotter formula are deduced from 

Theorem 3.2. 

The material presented in Sections 2 and 3 is of independent interest 

for other problems in stochastic calculus. 

2. Emery topology and stability of solution to SDE 

Let (Q, &, P) be a complete probability space and (&t) be a Alteration 

satisfying usual hypothesis. In what follows, adapted, stoptime, martingale, 
local martingale will be understood to be with reference to (&t). 

Let ^+ be the class of increasing adapted processes V with 7(0) > 0 

and let 

V = 
{Bx-B2 : Bl7 B2 e ̂ +}. 

Let J be the class of locally bounded predictable processes. Let &+4t be the 

class of semimartingales and ^Jtfoc be the class of locally square integrable 

martingales. Recall that every X e &+M admits a 
decomposition 

X^M+A^e^fifocAeV ... (2.1) 

Definition. A process V e <&>+ is said to be a dominating process of a semi 

martingle X, written as X <<< V, if for some decomposition X = M+A 

as in (2.1), one has 

V-{2?M,M > +[M,M])t+\A\}e<V+. ... (2.2) 

Note that every semimartingale X admits a dominating process, one 

choice being 
V = 2(<M,M> +[M,M])*+\A\, 

where X = M+A is as in (2.1). Here as usual, for X e S^H, [X, X] denotes 

its quadratic variation process and for M e *Jif0C, < M, M > denotes its 

predictable quadratic variation process. The following is an easy consequence 

A2-5 
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of the Metivier-Pellaumail inequality (see Karandikar [7]). Let X <?V. 
Then for any stop time r, 

E\\X\\Z < %EV?- ... (2.3) 
where 

11/11? : = sup ?|/(s)||, 
? < t 

The importance of the notion X <<< F is contained in the following 

proposition. See Karandikar [7], [8] for its proof, which is elementary. 

Proposition 2.1.(a) Let Z <<< ?, Y <? V and Z = X+Y. 
Then iW:Z<? W and W < U+V. 

(b) Let X<<<*7 and fe J. Let Z=\fdX. Then 3W : Z 

<?W and Wt < dt(f, U), where 

0t(f, ?) = V2" { ( / II/IIW*)*+ ? WfWdU}. 

Combining (2.3) with (6) above, one has the following. LetX<<< V, 

feJ. Then for all stop times 7, 

2?||J7<ZX||;_ < 2E6Uf, V). ... (2.4) 

The Emery topology : For measurable process /, g, let 

dcp(f,g):= S 2-JB{|/-0|; A 1}. 
m=l 

Note that dcp(/w,/)--> 0 ifif |/w?/| ^-> Oin probability for all?. For X, Y es+4t 
define 

p(X, Y) = 
hif{dcp(V, 0) : (X-Y) <? F}. 

Using part (a), Proposition 2.1, it follows that p is a metric on S^fi. It is 

shown in Karandikar [7], that p is a complete metric on S*Jt and that the 

induced topology is the same as the one introduced by Emery [3]. 

Fast convergence in dCp and p : For processes fn, f, we say that fn ^ /if 

2 |/n-/i;2 < oo a.s. for all t. ... (2.5) n 

It is easy to see that dCp(gm> g)?>? implies the existence of a subsequence 

gmic^ 
9 : just; choose mu such that S 

dep(gm , g) < oo. Of course, fn^f in 

turn implies \fn?/|*-?0 a.s. and as a consequence dcv(fn,f)-* 0. Thus-^t 
can be termed s^ fast convergence in dCp. 
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Similarly, we define for Iw, I e 5^, 1,41 if 3Fn e ̂ +, ???? *) 

<?Vn such that 

S V*(t) < 00 a.s. for all t. 
? 

The following results on, A ,-^ , dep, p are proved in Karandikar [7]. 

See also Emery [3], [4]. 

Proposition, 2.2. Let fn, gn, f, g e J and Xn, Yn,X,Ye S+Jt 

(i) fn^f, Z?A X => ?fndXn? ?fdX. 

(?) dep(fn,f)^0,p(Xn,X)^0*p(SfndXn,SfdX)^>0. 

(m) xnA x => z?4 x. 

(iv) 1^1^^-1,1,-J^O. 

(v) xwA x, r?A. y * [*?, rjA [Z, n 

Let ? denote the class of r.c.1.1. adapted processes. Let L(a, b) denote 

the space of aXb matrices, (a,b positive integers). We will say X = 
(Xy) 

e &*4t(L(a, b)) if Xy e S^fi for all i,j. J(L(a,b)), &(L(a,b)) are defined 

analogously. For X = (X#), F = 
(Yy), we set p(X, F) = 2 /o(Z<y, 7<j) if 

XJe 3J? and dC3,(X, F) = 2 dcv(Xih Y{j). 

Let G : &(L(d, d))?&(L(d, d)) be a mapping such that for some A e ty* 

\G(Z1)-G(Z2)\;<At\Z1-Z2\l^-Z1,Z2e^(L(d,d)). ... (2.6) 

Let X e S^i(L(d, d)), Ye&(L(d, d)). Consider the SDE 

Z=F+Jff(Z)JI. ... (2.7) 

Here, (J G(Z)_dX)y : = 2 ?(G(Z)J)ik dXkj. It is well known that (2.7) 

admits a unique solution. We will state a result on stability of (2.7). For 

its proof, see Emery [2], or Karandikar [7]. 

Theorem 2.3. Let G satisfy (2.6). Let Xn,Xe S^fC(L(d,d)),Yn,Y 
e J&(L(d,d)). Let Z be a solution to (2.7) and let Zn satisfy 

Zn=Yn+$Gn(Zn)_dXn 

where Gn : J&-(L(d, ?))-> &(L(d, d)). Suppose 

dep(?n, F)-> 0, p(Xn, X)-+ 0, <UGn(Zn), G(Zn))-> 0. 

Then dep(Zn, Z) -> 0. If p(Yn, Y) -> 0, then p(Zn, Z) -? 0. Further, if 

XB-% X, FnA F, #n(ZJ-G(Zn)-% O, then Z?* Z. -,,, = -, : 
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3. Convergence of riemann sums and products 

In order to prove the Trotter type formulae, we need to recast and extend 

some results in Emery [2], Karandrikar [7] on convergence of random Riemann 

sums and products. 

A partition A (of [0, oo)) is a sequence of stoptimes {U} such that 

0 = 
t0 < tx < t2, ,.., if?> oo. For a partition A = 

{?<}, let 

|A| : = 
sup \ti+x?tt\. i 

Note that | A | is in general a random variable. For a partition A, we define 

J* : A-? by 

Note that given e > 0 and Xx. ..., Xm e ?&, we can get a partition A such that 

\J*Xj-Xi\ <M<j<m. 

Lemma 3.1. Let An = 
{$} be a sequence of partitions such that J An | ?> 0 

in probability. Let us write Jn for J?n. Suppose dCp(Yn, Y)?? 0. Then 

dcp(Yn-J?Yn, OHO. 

Proof. By usual subsequence arguments, it suffices to show that if 

1 AnI-^ 0 a.s. and | Yw-Y|*->0 a.s. for all t, then dcp(Yn-JnYn, 0)-> 0. 

Now 

\Tn-J*TX< |Y?-Y|;+|J?Yn--J?Y|;+|Y-J?Y|; 

<2|Yn-Y|;+|Y-J?Y|? 
-? 0 a.s. 

as J An | ?> 0 a.s. This completes the proof. 

Remark 1. The subsequence argument runs as follows. Let an 
= 

dCp 

(Yn?JnYn,0). Let {ri} be any subsequence. Get a subsequence {nn} of 

{ri} such that | A?"| -> 0 and | Yn"-Y\*t-> 0 a.s. for all t. From what is 

proved above it follows that aTO"? 0. Thus every subsequence of {an} has a 

further subsequence converging to zero. Thus an-> 0. 

Recall that L(a , b) is the space of axb matrices. An element of L(a, b) 

will be denoted by x = 
(xik). We fix a function / : L(a, &)?> L(d, d) such 

that /(0) 
= 0, the partial deviations 

dx& f 
= ft*' dot f)k = ^htlm 

exist and are continuous, 1 < j, I < a, 1 < k, m < 6. 
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Define g : L(a, b)xL(a, &)-? L(d, d) by 

g(x,y) =/(a;+2/)-/(a;)~S/^(%^~^ 
S S /,*,,? (x)y^y^. 

jk ? jk Im 

The following is an easy consequence of Taylor's theorem (see Karandikar 

[7]). For oc > 0, there exists a constant Ca such that for ||#|| < a, \\y\\ < a, 

one has 

\\g(x!y)\\<Ca\\yf. ... (3.1) 

Let F : L(a, &)-? L(d, d) be defined by F(A) = I+f(A). 

Let Aw = 
{<"}, Yn be as in the statement of Lemma 3.1. Define Xn, Znby 

Xn(t) : = S /(F?ft?+i A <)-F?(if A <)) - (3-2) 

Zn(t) : = n F(T*(nti A ?)-r?(?T A t)) ... (3.3) 

Note that for each t, o>, these are finite sums and products respectively. Also, 

II Bi denotes the ordered product B^B^B^ 
... Bi, B{+1, .... 

Theorem 3.2. Suppose Yn, Y e S*Jt(L(a, b)) be such that p(Yn,Y)-> 0 

and let |A*| -> 0. Then 

p(Xn, X)-+ 0 and p(Zn, Z)-> 0 

where 

X(t) = 
I,fjk(0)Y*(t)+?~ S fwm(0)Yi*(t)Yto(t)+ Sy(0,AF). ... (3.4) 

jk ? jkJm **t 

and Z = 
e(X), i.e. Z is the unique solution to 

Z(t) = 
I+X(0)+\ Z(s-)dX(s). o 

Proof. Note that for any S e S+41 (L(a, b)) and bounded stop times 
<r < r, It?'s formula yields 

f(ST-Sa) 
= S J l(?,T,/? (S*.-S#) AS* 

+T 
S ?l,ff,r)/?>Im(S?_-S,)?[^*)/Si?]? * ?Mm 

+ S g(Su--S? &SU) 
9 <U<T 
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Using (3.5) for S = Fw, r = 
t"+x/\t, cr = tf f\t and summing over i; we get 

where 
TF'? = S ?fo{Yn-J?Yn)_dY* 

)* 

^?= s f//M?(rre-j?Fj_?[F* r?r] 
jk> Im 

TF'? = S g((/^Yn-J^Y7l)(sJ)^Y^(s)). 

Continuity of f^, fjk,im a^d L?mma 3.1 implies that 

/,*(rn-j?F?)->/,*(0) 
and 

fiKim (Yn-J?Yn)^>fmm(Q) 

in dtp. Further, [Y*, I*"]-* IT'*, Ylm] in ?o-metric. Hence 

IF1'? 4 ?/,*(0)F* ... (3.6) 

IT2'? 4 S /*. !?(0) [I*. F*?]. ... (3.7) 
it'in? 

To complete the proof, we need to show that 

jr3'?-!? s sr(o,Ar?)). ... (3.8) 
?si 

Let 

?7*W.=7lb((F.-J"rnM?-),AF?w)-?(o,Arw)i|.. 

We will show that 

S ?/*(*) -> 0 in probability ... (3.9) 

which implies (3.8). 

Using subsequence arguments as in Remark 1, it suffices to prove (3.9) 
under the assumptions Yn->Y, |An|->0 a.s. Then \Yn?F|/->0 as well 

and in view of Lemma 3.1 and continuity of g, one has that outside a fixed 

null set, say to $ N, 

Un(s, o))-^0 for all s. ... (3.10) 

Let K(t, ) : = supn ||FJf (t, a>)+\\Y\\* (t, co). Then with C(t, co) = Ca for 
a = 

K(t, ) (Ga M in (&1)) one has for s ..< /, 

^C(t)U(8) 
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where 

U(s) = sup \\AYn(s)f+\\?Y(sW. n 

Now (3.9) would follow from dominated convergence theorem and (3.10) if 

we prove that 

? tf(s)<ooa.s.for aJH. 
t*t 

Note that 

U(s) < 8IIA7WIP+2 sup ||ArnW-AFW|P 

<3||AFWi|?+S||A(rn-r)wii?.. . . . 
n 

Hence 

2 U(s) < 3 S {[F>*, F#](*)+ S [Y%-Y&, Y*-YJ*](t) 
s<t jk n 

which is finite a.s. as Yn^+ Y (see part (iv) of Proposition 2.2). We have also 

used the fact tht for any semimartingale S, E (AS(s))2 < [S, S](t). 
8&t 

This proves Xn-> X. For convergence of Zn, note that, 

zn = i+s(j?zj_dxn 

and Z = e(X) satisfies by definition (since X(0) = 0) 

"Z(t) = I+SZjiX. 

In view of Theorem 2.3, the conclusion p(Zn, Z)-> 0 would follow once we 

show 

dep(JnZn-Zn,0)->0 
... (3.12) 

since we have already shown p(Xn, X)?> 0. Once again using subsequence 

arguments (see Remark 1), suffices to show (3.12) under the additional 

assumptions 
|A| ->0 a.8,1,41. 

... (3.13) 
Now 

\\j?zn-zj? = i|J^jzn-^zn)n; ... (3.14) 

< \\J*ZS\\Xn-jnXj; ... (3.15) 

It is shown in [7] that for a sequence of stop times cru <Tt f oo, one has 

supE\\ZnfX < ?o for ?H ? (3-!?) 
n * 

And from InAl, we get X%-4 X and Lemma 3.1 yields ||J*Xw-XJ|*->0 
in probability for all t. This implies 

|| JnXn-XJ?L -> 0 in probability for all * ... (3.17) 
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and now (3.15), (3.16) imply 

\\JnZn-ZJ* -? 0 in probability. 
This completes the proof. 

Remark 2. If fajm are locally Lipschitz and Yn^> Y and A satisfy 

\\Yn-J"YJ < en 

for a sequence en such that 2 e?* < oo, then one has Xn % X, Zn-$ Z. This 
n 

is proved in Karandikar [7j. The proof is very similar to the proof given 
above. This would extend some of the results on a.s. approximation proved 
in Karandikar [6] for the case of continuous semimartingales. 

It may be noted that a special case of Theorem 3.2 with Yn= Y and 

p-convergence of Xn to X, Zn to Z replaced by dCp convergence is proved in 

Emery [2]. 

4. The trotter type formulae 

Let Sx, S2, ...,Spe S^fi (L(d, d)) with 8t(0) 
= 0. Suppose that 

P{I+AS((?) 
= 0 for some t > 0} = 0, 1 < i < p. 

Let Ri = 
e(Si), 1 < i < p. i.e. Ri is the unique solution to 

Ri(t) 
= 

I+SRi(s_)dSi(s). ... (4.1) o 

It is easy to check, and well known that Ri(t) is invertible. For s < t, define 

Qi(s,t)^[Ri(s)]-^Ri(t). 

Then {Qt (s, t)} satisffies (1.1). Let Aw = 
{??} be a sequence of partitions. 

Let 

Zn(t) = 
{uu Qi(n AM? A*)}- 

... (4.2) 

In other words, if 

Q(s,t) 
= 

Qx(s,t) Q2(s,t), ...,Qv(s,t) 

then for t% < t < #Xi> 

%S) - 0(0, <5) ?W, ?)... ?(?-i,?)?(& *). ... (4.3) 

For L(d,d) valued semimartingales X = (X*i) and F = (7% [X, V] Y is 
defined by 

[X, 7]V = S [Jf<*, Y*>]. A: 
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Theorem 4.1, Le? | A?| -> 0 in probability. Then 

M* 

where Z = 
e(X) and 

X(t) = Sl(t)+...+Sp(t)+ S [Su S,](<)+ S G^S,..., AS,)(?) ... (4.4) 
? < i 5 ̂  t 

where for Al9 ...,ApeL(d, d) 

G(AX, ...,av) 
= n (i+Ai)-i- n Ai- n a?a1. 

Proo/. Note that for s < t 

Qi(s,t) = [Ri(s)]-^Ri(t) 

= /+[fi,(?)]-i {B,(?)-fiiW}, 
Hence 

FM(?)=S {0<(?A?,?nA*)-I} 
i=o 

= S (RmAt))-i(Ri(t?+1At)-R(t>?At)) 
<=0 

= f (JKRC^dRi o 

Since |Aw|-?0 in probability, Jn Rf1-* Rj1 m dCp by Lemma 3.1 and 

hence 

J (JnR-^dRA f (Rf^.dRi. 

But j* (R^?dRi 
= Si. Hence Fw<-> S$ in p. Identify L(pd, d) 

~ 
L(d, d) 

(g)... <g) L(?, d) and let FJi) 
= 

Ynyl(t), ..., Yn>v(t)). Let F : L(pd, d)-> L(d,d) 

be defined by 

F(A1,...,AP)= n (I+Ai), 
?=i 

for (^i, ..., 4p) e L(pd, d) 
= 

L(d, a)?*. Let/ 
= i7-/. Note that Zn defined 

by (4.2) is consistent with (3.3) for the choice of Yn and F given above. Since 

/ is twice continuously differentiable, we conclude from Theorem 3.2 that 

Zn converges in p. The limit Z of Zn's is identified by computing the various 

quantities in equation (3.4.) Note that here, Y(t) 
= 

(S^t), ..., Sp(t)) and 

0(0, (Al9 ..., Ap)) 
= 

G(Al9 A2,..., Ap). 

A 2-6 
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We now look at another type of Trotter formula which corresponds to 

Masani's version in the deterministic case. Once again let Sx, S2,...,SPe &*4l 

(L(d, d)) and Aw = 
{?*} be a sequence of partitions. Consider 

zn(t) = n { n exp (Si(?n a *)-Sf (<f A *))) 
- (4-5) 

In this case we have 

Theorem 4.2. Let | Aw | -> 0 in probabioity. Then ZnA Z where Z = e(X) 
and 

X(i)= 2 ?W+t ? [?i, ?](*)+ S [S,,Sj](f)+ n G(ASx(s),...,ASp(s)) 
?=l ? i=l ?<j 8<t 

... (4.6) 

where p p i 

0(?1? ...,?,)= n exp(?,)-I- 2 
(Ji+^JJ 

- S ?,?,. 
... (4.7) 

?=l 1-1 \ z / i<j 

Proof This follows from Theorem 3.2 by taking Yn 
= F = 

(fi^,..., 8P) 

and / : ?(p?, c?)-> ?(d, d) as 

/(J1>...,Jp) 
= 

{ 
Et exp 

(Jf)}-I, 

for (?1? ..., ?p) e L(pd, d) ? (L(d, rf))?* D 

Remark 3. In Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, if Aw is such that Jn == J*n satisfy 

| Jn Si?St I < en with S el < oo, then the convergence of Zn to Z is stronger, 
rt=l 

namely Zn A Z. In particular, | Zn?Z\l -? 0 a.s. This would follow from 

Theorem 4.6 in Karandikar [7]. 

Remark 4t. Let S e &*4CL(d, d) with 8(0) = 0. Suppose S is continuous. 
Consider the exponential equation for the stratenovich integral o dS. 

Z(t) = /+ J Z(s-) o dS(s). ... (4.8) o 

It is straightforward to verify that (4.8) is equivalent to 

Z(t) = /+ / Z(*-) dS(s)+? I Z(s-) d(S, S)(s). ... (4.9) 0 ?0 
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If we denote the solution to (4.8) by &(S), then one gets 

d(S) = 
e(S+j[S,S]). 

... (4.10) 

Thus the result 4.1 can be recast for &. Note that in view of (4.10) Theorem 

4.2 implies that if | An| -> 0 in probability 

?exp(S(C+1A*)-S(CA?))->*(S). 
... (4.11) 

i=o 

Remark 5. For an r.c.1.1. semimartingale 8, it follows from Theorem 

4.2 that the limit in (4.11) exists and further that if we denote the limit by 

&(S), then 

&(S) = e(S') ... (4.12) 

where 

S'(t) = 
S(0+y lS> SW)+ 

s2( {exP 
(&S(s))-I-bS(s)- ? 

(AS(a))?}. 
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